
ZARA THE LEADING BRAND

Zara is one of the largest international fashion companies belonging to Inditex, one of the world's largest distribution
groups. carriagehouseautoresto.com Brand Strength.

It enabled the company to establish a business model that allows self-containment throughout the stages of
materials, manufacture, product completion and distribution to stores worldwide within just a few days. Zara's
parent company owns a brand that exclusively sells sleepwear and lingerie for women. As a fast fashion
retailer, Zara is definitely aware of the power of e-commerce and has built up a successful online presence and
high quality customer experience. Zara employees are trained to listen, watch and be attentive to even the
smallest seismographic signals from their customers, which can be an initial sign that a new trend is taking
shape. Clothes with longer shelf life i. Almere, Netherlands Zara clothing made in Portugal Zara store in New
York City Zara store in Brisbane Zara store in Brussels Belgium Reportedly, Zara needs just one week to
develop a new product and get it to stores, compared to the six-month industry average, and launches around
12, new designs each year. Without advertisements, Zara relies heavily on word of mouth or social media. An
item that is not on the shelf can easily be found with the RFID tag. It is believed the extra "a" came from an
additional set of letters that had been made for the company. With reference to the pink scarf trend mentioned
above, it could have been that Hollywood actress Scarlett Johansson had worn a pink scarf to a charity gala the
evening before in Los Angeles, or golf star Michelle Wie had showcased a pink scarf at a celebrity tournament
in Asia. It also ensure that its suppliers have fundamental rights at work and by initiating continuous
improvement programs for them. Zara produces over million items per year. In addition to these supply chain
efficiencies, Zara can also modify existing items in as little as two weeks. They all left the stores without any
scarves â€” an experience many other Zara fans encountered globally in different Zara stores over the next few
days. Zara only has two time bound sales a year rather than constant markdowns, and it discounts a very small
proportion of its products, approximately half compared to its competitors, which is a very impressive feat.
Also with the rise of e- and m-commerce, the number of indirect competitors has mushroomed. Optical
reading devices sort out and distribute more than 60, items of clothing an hour. Additionally, Zara needs to
adopt, imbibe and leverage social media and digital platforms in its advertising and communication strategies
deeper going forward. In , Inditex was incorporated as a holding company, which laid the foundations for a
distribution system capable of reacting to shifting market trends extremely quickly. It spends a meagre 0. For
example, it has outlined a Global Water Management Strategy, specifically committing to zero discharge of
hazardous chemicals.


